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• GOSHEN
• HARD LABOUR
• SLAVE MASTERS
• MOSES GENES
You’re The Generation Z

- Born 1995-2012
- Technology Driven
- Internet Savvy
- Independent
- The ‘Why’ Gen
- Easily Unfollow
- Challenge Tradition
- Change Agents
Let God Lead You

• HE IS THE ALPHA & OMEGA
• HE KNOWS YOU
• HE HAS PLANS FOR YOU
What’s Your Path In Life?

- GIFTS
- TALENTS
- IN-BORN SKILLS
Learn Beyond School

- LEARN
- UNLEARN
- RE-LEARN
No Employees Again, But Experts & Consultants
Entrepreneurial Mindset

- Seek opportunities
- Seek to add value
- Look for problems, proffer solutions
- Be strategic
Internship
Foot First

- SCARCE JOBS
- DON’T DESPISE HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
- EXPERIENCE BEFORE GRATIFICATION
Personal Development Is Very Key

- INTER-PERSONAL SKILLS
- SOCIAL SKILL/ASSOCIATION
- COMMUNICATION SKILL
Mentorship Is Key

IF YOU WANT TO GO FAST, GO ALONE. IF YOU WANT TO GO FAR, GO TOGETHER
Be Purposeful & Passion Driven
Thanks a lot For This Opportunity